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Abstract

Breuers M.G.J. : Model-based 3D-object reconstruction using multiple views ofa scene

M.Sc. thesis, Measurement and Control section ER, Department of Electrical Engineering, Eindhoven University of
Technology, August 1994.

In this report a method is presented to find a 3D description of polyhedral objects in a scene using line structures
recognized in multiple CCD-camera images that are gathered from different points of view. The main problem is to identify
object parts, that are only partially visible in every image, with the same object. The developed strategy can be divided in
three parts.
In the first step recognized line structures in an image are converted to 3D object descriptions. The conversion of 2D
information to 3D information is accomplished by a production rule system that uses general geometrical rules and specific
object properties, the latter are stored in a knowledge base. Every image is processed separately but the results are
expressed in a single world coordinate system. This can be done since the position and orientation of every camera are
known from a calibration procedure. The knowledge base makes the system easily adaptable to new object types. The
accuracy of this reconstruction method was evaluated with numerical simulations.
The second step is to find pairs of 3D object descriptions that belong to the same object. Since the only a priori information
consists of object models with variable dimensions, this problem can't be solved without ambiguity for object parts that are
not in contact. Considering this fact a pair of object parts is denoted compatible if they can be associated with an object
model without causing contradictions.
In a final step the information about object part pairs is used to find clusters of compatible objects. This process is guided
by the completeness of the objects in the scenery interpretation and the mean distance between the object parts in every
cluster. The object parts in a cluster are fused into a single 3D object description by the Geometrical Matching module (not
subject of this research) that uses the original 2D image data are associate with every object part.
Experiments show that - in the intended application area - the quality of the produces results is comparable with scenery
interpretation by human observers.

Samenvatting

Breuers M.G.J. : 3D-object reconstructie op basis van een a priori model en meerdere beelden van een scene

Afstudeerverslag, Vakgroep meten en regelen, Faculteit der elektrotechniek, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Augustus
1994.

In dit verslag wordt een methode gepresenteerd om een 3D beschrijving van objecten in een scene te vinden, gebruik
makend van Iijnstructuren die herkend zijn in CCD-camera beelden, opgenomen vanuit verschillende gezichtspunten. Het
belangrijkste probleem daarbij is om object onderdelen, die in ieder beeld slechts gedeeltelijk zichtbaar zijn, met eenzelfde
object te identificeren. De ontwikkelde strategie bestaat uit drie stappen.
In de eerste stap worden de in een beeld herkende lijnstructuren geconverteerd naar 3D object beschrijvingen. De conversie
van 2D naar 3D informatie wordt uitgevoerd m.b.v een production rule systeem dat gebruik maakt van algemene
geometrische regels en object specifieke eigenschappen, deze laatsten zijn opgeslagen in een knowledge-base. Ieder beeld
wordt afzonderlijk verwerkt, de resultaten worden echter in een wereld coordinaten systeem genoteerd. Dit is mogelijk
doordat positie en orientatie van de camera's bekend zijn van een camera calibratie procedure. Dankzij de knowledge-base
kunnen nieuwe object typen makkelijk aan het systeem worden toegevoegd. Uit experimenten blijkt dat deze methode
duidelijk sneller is dan een iteratieve aanpakt zoals toegepast in Geometrical Matching.
In de tweede stap worden paren van object onderdelen gezocht die bij hetzelfde object behoren. Aangezien de enige a priori
informatie wordt gevormd door een object model met variabele dimensies zal het in het algemeen niet mogelijk zijn om
met zekerheid vast te stellen dat twee object onderdelen die elkaar niet raken tot hetzelfde object behoren. Gezien dit feit
noemen we object onderdelen verenigbaar als ze met hetzelfde object model geassocieerd kunnen worden zonder dat dit tot
een tegenstrijdigheid leidt.
In de laatste stap wordt de informatie over object paren gebruikt om groepen van verenigbare objecten te vinden. Bij deze
procedure wordt de volledigheid van de objecten en de onderlinge afstand tussen de object onderdelen waaruit de objecten
zijn opgebouwd als criterium gebruikt om een optimale interpretatie van de scene te vinden. Object onderdelen die bij
elkaar horen worden verenigd door de Geometrical Matching module (geen onderdeel van dit onderzoek) die gebruik maakt
van de originele 2D beeld data die bij ieder object onderdeel horen.
Uit experimenten blijkt dat binnen het beoogde toepassingsgebied de kwaliteit van de resultaten vergelijkbaar is met scene
interpretatie door menselijke waarnemers.
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Glossary

AWS Automatic Welding System
CCS Camera coordinate system
EOP Elementary Object Part (line, point or surface)
GM Geometrical Matching
GR Geometrical Reconstruction
LLV Low Level Vision
OP Object Part
OPC Object Part Clustering
VSS Vision Survey System
WCS World Coordinate System

Object
Complete 3D object.

Object part
Part of an object or complete object.

Compatibility
Two object parts are denoted compatible if we can't prove that they do not belong to the same object.

Decision procedure
Procedure to decide whether two object parts are compatible.

Geometrical matching
This procedure calculates 3D object data from one or more correctly recognized and labeled line
structures in an image by deforming and repositioning an object model in an iterative way.

Geometrical reconstruction
This procedure calculates 3D object data from a correctly recognized and labeled 2D line structure by
employing general geometrical rules and object specific properties

Workpiece code
Qualitative description of the relative position of objects in a workpiece.

Object part clustering
Process of collecting object parts that belong to the same object. The edges and vertices of each object
part are relabeled to make them consistent.

Structural matching
This procedure identifies 2D line structures in images with objects. The line segments in a recognized
line structure are labeled with a number that corresponds to an edge number in an object model.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The VSS

At the department of Electrical Engineering of the Eindhoven University of Technology a Vision Survey
System is under development. This VSS is intended to determine type, dimensions and pose of objects
that are present in a scenery, by analyzing several gray level images. At the present the system is
restricted to steel plate objects that are part of unique workpieces at a ship repair yard. The data derived
by the VSS will be used by an automatic welding system.

Figure 1 shows an overview of a typical workpiece. A single image of the scenery is in general not
sufficient to reconstruct the workpiece completely. Therefore several images are gathered with CCD
cameras from different points of view. These images are precooks by the VSS, which is outlined in
figure 4. An example of a gray scale image is shown in figure 2. The object edges in this image are
converted to straight line segments by the Low Level Vision (LLV) module [3], the result of this step is
presented in figure 3.

Fig. 1 Overview of a complete workpiece Fig. 2 Gray scale image of workpiece

Fig. 3 Line image of workpiece
"
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The Structural Matching (SM) module [13] is used to recognize objects in a line image. In the next step
the dimensions and position of the identified objects are calculated.
This can be done by either the Geometrical Matching r-/---\-I'---~----.r-------",-----"

(GM) module [19], which is based on a process of I ~ / \\,! /
iteratively repositioning and rescaling an object model, ~ \ ~
or by the Geometrical Reconstruction (GR) module, ~ "\
which computes 3D object data in a finite number of "
steps by applying geometrical rules. The former method j~

is accurate but involves many calculations, the latter
approach takes little computation time but is less
accurate. The result of previous steps is a set of
complete and incomplete object descriptions. The Object
Part Clustering module (OPC) uses these data to create
clusters of object parts that belong to the same object.
Both GR and GM are subject of this thesis. Finally the
GM module creates a single object description for every
cluster of object parts by using the original 2D image
line structures that correspond to the 3D object parts.
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Optional the workpiece description can be used by a ray-trace program (SIM) to create synthetic
images [21]. These images could be compared pixel by pixel with the original camera images in order
to verify the correctness of the workpiece description.

geometrical
scene
description

cameras

correctlincorrect
scene description

Fig. 4 Data flow in the VSS

The modules Cal_lnt and Cal_Ext are respectively used to find the intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters [18]. The intrinsic camera parameters contain information about lens distortion and focal
length, the extrinsic camera parameters define the camera position and orientation. A more detailed
description of the VSS can be found in [3]. The figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 illustrate the problem of workpiece
reconstruction from multiple images.

Fig. 5 Side-view line image left front

Fig. 7 Side-view line image left back

Fig. 6 Side-view line image right front

Fig. 8 Side-view line image right back
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2. RECONSTRUCTING 3D OBJECTS FROM
2DIMAGES

2.1. Introduction

An important feature of the VSS is the fact that the computation of 3D-object data relies on a priori
object knowledge. The a priori knowledge allows the reconstruction of an object from a single camera
image. This is an important difference with stereo vision techniques that are able to calculate 3D-data of
unknown objects.

In the VSS currently a method called Geometrical Matching is available that can be used to calculate
the dimensions of recognized objects. The essence of this method is to minimize the difference between a
simulated camera image of the object model and the real object image, by iteratively deforming and
repositioning the object model. An advantage of the method is that multiple different images of the same
object can be used simultaneously in the iteration process to obtain accurate object data. This also
makes it possible to obtain a complete object description if the object is only partially visible in several
images. A disadvantage of Geometrical Matching are the rather time consuming calculations that are
involved in the iteration process.

In this chapter a method called Geometrical Reconstruction (GR) will be introduced that computes 3D
object data efficiently without iteration. The key part in this approach is a production rule system that
applies geometrical rules to the data available from camera images and a priori object models. In this
way it is possible to reconstruct the 3D data of a rather complicated object like depicted in figure 9.
A survey of the object types the VSS typically deals with is listed in appendix A.

Fig. 9. A polyhedral object

The object models that are used in the VSS are composed of:
- structural relations
- geometrical relations
- geometrical data

Structural relations are used to define connections between vertices, edges and surfaces in an object
model. In a cube for example a vertex is connected to three edges.
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Geometrical relations are used to define object edges as parallel, perpendicular or collinear.

The geometrical data contain a priori information about the position and orientation of surfaces, edges
and vertices. We can use these data for example to express that a specific object edge is vertical to the
ground plane.

The reconstruction of a 30 object from a 20 image involves three steps:
1) Computing planes running through object edges
2) Merging object data with model data
3) Applying geometrical rules

These steps will be explained in detail in the next paragraphs.

2.2. Computing a plane running through an object edge

We assume the path of light rays through a camera can be modeled adequately by a pin-hole camera
model like depicted in figure 10. The main feature of this model is that all light rays from an object will
intersect in the optical centre of the camera. The optical centre of the camera is identical with the optical
centre of the camera lens. The projection of an object edge En on the image plane of the camera results
in a line segment Ln' We can use this line segment Ln together with some camera data to compute a
plane that runs through the object edge En' This plane is completely described by three points: the
optical centre of the camera and the end points of the line segment Ln in the image.

Yces

endpoint
line segment

Fig. 10 Projection ofan object edge on the image plane ofpin-hole camera.

First we compute an end point (xim' Yim' f) of a line segment relative to the camera coordinates system,
using the focal distance f and 20 image coordinates (xim'Yim) of the endpoint. Then we use the
transformation matrix that is available from the calibration process to express this end point in world
coordinates. The transformation matrix specifies how camera coordinates can be converted to world
coordinates:

XW(;S

Ywes

Zwcs
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The reverse transformation from camera coordinates to world coordinates is possible as well:

n 1[,--1{"
f 12 r13 Xecs-t l

y wes 21 f 22 f 23 . Yees- t 2

Zwes f 31 f 32 f 22 Zees - t 3

Using this equation we can compute the position of the optical centre ewes' expressed in world
coordinates:

['"
f 12 '"Jf'lc =- f f 22 f 23 t 2_wcs 2L

f 3J f 32 f 22 t 3

The transformation matrix is either available from the calibration module or can be calculated if we
know how the camera coordinates system is rotated and translated relative to the world coordinate
system. Initially the axis of the two coordinate systems run parallel like depicted in figure 11.

Zwes
(tl.a.t3)~

0/
~

-tXwes
p ~

Ywes e

Zwcs

Ywes

x wes

Fig. 11 The relation between CCS and WCS.

First the camera is rotated around the z-axis of the ees, next the camera is rotated around the new x
axis of the ees and finally the camera is rotated around the new y-axis. These rotation angles and the
translation vector (tl,t2,t3)wes can be used to compute the transformation matrix:

['"

f 12 fJ3 t'1 [-ro,p.,;nB-,;np.=O.COOB -sin p. sin S+cosp .cos<\> .cosS -sin <\>. cosS t, ]
f 21 f 22 f 23 t 2 = -cosp·cosS-sinp·cos<\>·sinS -sinp' cosS +cosp -cos<\> -sin S - sin <\> -sin S t 2

f 31 f 32 f 22 t 3 sin p.sin <\> -cosp -sin <\> -cos<\> t 3
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2.3. Merging object data with model data

In this step we combine a priori object knowledge with geometrical data that were gathered from camera
images. An important feature of this process is that we do not use relations among different parts of the
same object: only information that refers to the same part of the object is merged. In effect this means
that the orientation and position of an edge are calculated if two planes, that run through this edge, are
known. Consider for example edge 5 of the t-stiffener in fig 12.

Fig. 12. 3D object reconstruction from a camera image

In step 1 we determined a plane that runs through this object edge and through the optical center of the
camera. On the basis of the model we also know that edge 5 must run through the ground plane. Edge 5
lies at the intersection of these two planes and thus we can compute the 3D data of this edge.

2.4. Geometrical rules

To reconstruct the 3D-object information we use nine geometrical rules. An overview of these rules is
presented in this paragraph:

1. If two lines L1 and L2 intersect, according to the object structure, in a vertex v1 and all data of
these lines are available, then compute the vertex v1.

2. If two lines L1 and L2 intersect, according to the object structure, in a vertex v1, furthermore
L1 is completely known and L2 lies in a plane S1, then compute the vertex v1.

3. If two planes S1 and S2 intersect, according to the object structure, in line L1 and all data of
these planes are available, then compute the line L/~

4. If two lines L1 and L2 are, according to the object structure, perpendicular to a line L3 and the
direction of L1 and L2 is known, then compute line L1.

5. If two lines L1 and L2 are, according to the object structure, perpendicular and the direction of
L1 is known and a plane S1 in which L2 lies is known, then compute line L2.

6. If two lines L1 and L2 are, according to the object structure, parallel and the direction of L1 is
known, then compute the direction of line L2.

6



7. If the direction of a line L1 is known and a vertex on line L1 is known then L1 is completely
known.

8. If two lines L1 and L2 are collinear and the direction of L1 is known then calculate the direction
of L2.

9. If two edges E1 and E2, that run through a plane P1, are known, then the parameters of this
plane can be calculated.

Rule number nine can be useful to handle objects that contain surfaces that are not parallel or
perpendicular to any other surface in the object. Some of the rules will be explained in more detail in
the remainder of this section.

Point at intersection of two completely known edges
Consider the situation in figure 13. We define the 'intersection' point p3 of two completely known
lines L I and L2 as the point in the middle of the shortest connection between these two lines.

L3

Fig. 13. Intersection point of two lines

This definition is chosen since GR has to handle geometrical data of limited accuracy. Therefore lines
that are supposed to intersect will instead pass by at a small distance. If this distance exceeds a certain
threshold then that is interpreted as a contradiction in the data, and consequently no intersection point is
calculated. If the lines run parallel then no intersection point is calculated neither. The lines in figure 13
are described by

.l!n:= ~n +A.nYn·

The direction Y3 of line L3 can be calculated using Yl and Y2:

Y3 = Y, XY2'

Then the position of the points pI, p2 and p3 is:

p = (p +p )/2.
-3 _I -2
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Perpendicular relation between two line4l
If two lines Ll and L2 are perpendicular, Ll is completely known and we know a plane in which
L2 lies, then we can calculate the direction of line L2. This situation is illustrated in figure 14.
The parameters i!I ' Q1and nare known. Using these facts we can deduce i!2 =i!I xn .

Fig. 14. Perpendicular relation between two lines.

2.5. Geometrical relations

We use the following relations to describe the geometrical properties of an object model :
- Parallel(edge1,edge2)
- Perpendicular(edge1,edge2)
- Distance(vertex1,vertex2,min_dist,max_dist)
- Collinear(edge 1,edge2)

2.6. Geometrical reconstruction explained by an example

The use of geometrical rules will be explained on the basis of the partially visible t-stiffener in
figure 15.

Fig. 15. 1ncomplete t-stiffener
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The model definition of the t-stiffener depicted in figure 16 can be found in table 1.

MODEL It-stiffener
nr_oCvertices = 8
nr_oCedges = 7
nr_oCfaces "" 2
BEGIN relations
parallel( 5 . 3 )
parallel( 3 , 4 )
parallel( 2 , 6 )
parallel( 1 , 7 )
perpendicular( 5 , 7 , 6 )
distance( 1 ,2,3000, 15000)
distance( I , 4 , 300 , 2000 )
distance( 5 , 6 , 200 , 800 )
END
BEGIN edge-perm 2
1234567
7643521
END
BEGIN vertex-perm 2
12345678
21427856

END

BEGIN edge-vertex-relation
(l,4) (5,6) (5,8) (6,7)
(l,2) (7,8) (2,3)

END
BEGIN face-edge-relation
1 57-1
2346-1

END
BEGIN vertex-edge-relation
15-157-176-112-1
23-124-146-167-1

END
BEGIN set-parameters
set 2 5 : 11 0 ; 12 0 ; 13 0 ; 14 0 ; 15 I ;

160; 171; 180; 190
set 2 1 : 4 0 ; 5 0 ; 6 1
set 2 7 : 4 0 ; 5 0 ; 6 I

END

Table 2 shows how step by step more infonnation is derived about the t-stiffener by applying
geometrical rules. For every edge three different types of infonnation can be available: the direction,
point on the line and a plane in which the line lies. An 'x' indicates available information, an
indicates new infonnation deduced by applying a rule.
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The steps that are involved to deduce the information listed in table 2 are listed here:
1. Information about the edges 1,5 and 7 is available from the t-stiffener model.
2. From the camera image one can calculate planes running through the object edges and the optical

center of the camera. Since we know two planes running through edge 5 we can calculate all
parameters of edge 5.

3. Vertex 1 can be calculated since edge 1 and 5 are known.
4. Insert data of vertex 1 in edge 1.
5. Edge 1 and 2 can be used to calculate vertex 4.
6. Insert data of vertex 4 in edge 2.
7. Edge 6 is perpendicular to edge 5 and 7.
8. Use all parallel relations to update the model.
9. Vertex 5 can be calculated from edge 2 and 3.
10. Vertex 6 can be calculated from edge 2 and 4.

2.7. The production rule system

The production rule system applies the geometrical rules to the object data in order to complete an
object description and to detect contradictions in the object data. The inference engine works rather
efficient because new information is placed in front of the data list and will in general serve as suitable
input for one of the next rules to be applied. This means in general not the compete data list will be
searched through to find an information item that can be used as input for a rule.

Algorithm 1: The production rule system

data_list == list of all data items not yet evaluated
all_data == list of all data items

data_list := all_data;
while data_list ~ 0 do

datI := firscelement(data_list);
data_list := tail( data_list);
for rule := firsCrule to lascruie
if match( dati, lefCside(rule) ) then
{

result := apply ( rule, datI )
if (result e all_data) then

data_list := result + data_list;
else

if (not_compatible( result, all_data)) then abort;

The algorithm presented here is used in both GR and OPC.
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2.8. Geometrical reconstroction versus geometrical matching

Some numerical experiments were performed to investigate how the output of the Geometrical Matching
module and the Geometrical Reconstruction module is effected by errors in the input data. The GR algorithm
stepwise reconstructs the geometrical information and the results of previous steps are used as input for new
steps. Therefore it is to be expected that errors in the geometrical data will accumulate with every step. On
the other hand GM processes all information simultaneously and therefore errors in the input data will cancel
out approximately in many cases. In experiments perfect line segment images of a cube, a t-stiffener and a
strut were created with a pinhole camera simulation program. These images are presented in figure 17, 19
and 20, a 3D description of the objects in these images can be found in table 3. The end points of the line
segments in these images were disturbed with additive normal distributed noise, uncorrelated in vertical and
horizontal direction. These disturbed data were used by GM and GR to fmd a 3D object description. This
procedure was repeated 25 times. An example of a disturbed image is depicted in figure 18.

3 3

2 2

/-----7\ r--i\
I ' \,--------{, \ {----J. \

0 \ \ ! 0 \------~/'L-_V

-1 -1

-2 -2

-3 -3
-3 -2 -1 0 2 3

-3 -2 -1 0 2 3

Fif? 17 Camera imaf?e ofa cube Fig. 18 Disturbed camera image ofa cube

3 3

2 // 2

2/ (11
0 V 0 " II //

"\V"II
-1 -1

-2 -2

-3 -3
-3 -2 -1 0 2 3 -3 -2 -1 0 2 3

Fig. 19 Camera image ofat-stiffener Fig. 20 Camera image ofa strut

Table 3: Geometrical descrivtion of objects in simulations

obiect type geometrical description (all measures in rom)

cube vl=(0,500,0) ; v5=(500,0,0) ; v3=(0,0,500)
t-stiffener v4=(0,0,1000); v5=(0,250,1000); v6=(0,-250,1000) ;

visible length in positive x -direction is 3000 mm
strut vl=(O,O,O) ; v2=(50,0,0); v3=(50,100,500) ; v4=(0,lOO,500)
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The camera positions that were used in the simulation are listed in table 4.

ndbl 4 CTa e : amera osition a orientatIOn

object type x y z pan swing tilt
[mm] [mm] [mm] [0] [0] [0]

cube -2720 -1134 2474 50 26 9
t-stiffener -2000 -2000 4000 40 20 60

strut -1000 -1000 2000 30 30 50

The results of the simulations are presented in table 5, 6 and 7. The variance is expressed in pixels and
each images has a resolution of 512 x 512 pixels.

Table 5 Errors in the vertex data ofa cube

GM vertex error GR vertex error
variance mean max mean max
[pixel] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

2 17.2303 36.6651 36.7830 98.7958
1 8.6789 18.0007 21.5879 49.9376

0.5 3.3607 6.8580 10.2888 30.3723
0.25 1.9667 4.5323 5.3323 15.0515

Table 6: Errors in the vertex data ofa strut

GM vertex error GR vertex error
variance mean max mean max
[pixel] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm]

2 * * 16.2662 126.5696
1 * * 14.1488 50.4718

0.5 8.7491 28.9509 8.2728 26.8491
0.25 2.3279 7.6939 3.9953 14.5931

* no data available due to convergence problems

Table 7: Errors in the l!eometrical data ofat-stiffener

Geometrical matchin results Geometrical reconstruction results
variance mean max max angle mean max max angle

input vertex error vertex error error edge 4 vertex error vertex error error edge 4
[pixel] [mm] [mm] [0] [mm] [mm] [0]

2 23.6477 119.7319 2.9872 28.1718 114.2893 0.8791
1 14.9488 42.9951 1.4665 16.0977 70.7753 0.6055

0.5 5.6336 27.3837 1.0308 10.1409 68.3731 0.2407
0.25 4.4960 23.3044 0.6766 6.7950 27.2871 0.1227

From the simulation results we can conclude
- The errors in the GR output are about two times larger than in the GM output.
- Convergence problems can occur if the 3D-data of a strut are calculated by GM. This is remarkable

since we used a good start estimate.
- The direction of the t-stiffener is calculated more accurately by GR than by GM. This is probably

because GM stops if the convergence speed drops below a certain threshold. If one would continue the
iteration process, the GM module would eventually produce better results than GR. On the other hand
GM calculates the vertices more accurately than GR. The two results seem to contradict.

Geometrical reconstruction of a cube takes about 0.1 s while Geometrical Matching takes about 2 s. By
using the results of GR as a first estimate for GM one can reconstruct 3D information both fast and
accurate.
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3. COLLECTING OBJECT PARTS THAT ARE
RECOGNIZED IN DIFFERENT IMAGES

In this chapter it is explained why multiple images are used in the VSS. We give some example
situations that must be handled by the OPC module. Finally there is a survey of OPC methods in
literature.

3.1. Using multiple images for object recognition

In general a single image will not provide enough information to extract type, dimensions and pose of
the objects in a scenery. There are a number of reasons for this:
1. Although an object might be completely visible, the aspect sometimes provides to little information

to completely reconstruct and recognize the object. Consider for example the two aspects of a beam
in fig. 20. The first aspect provides too little information to reconstruct the three dimensions of the
beam.

o
aspect 1 aspect 2

front view top view lop view

~
situation a situation b

~~ ~~
Fig. 21. Two aspects of
the same object

Fig. 22. Some aspects ofthe scenery do not reveal the object type

2. Sometimes an object is only partially (or not at all) visible in a picture. There are two reasons for this:
- Since the resolution of the camera's is limited, sufficient object details will only be visible if we

zoom in on the object. Hence many object will be 'too large' to fit completely in the camera image.
- An object can be occluded by other objects (fig. 22).

A partially visible object in an image can have several interpretations in terms of recognition: it
might fit with different object types and it might fit with different parts of a single object type. If a
line structure has multiple interpretations in terms of recognition then it can also have multiple
interpretations in terms of geometry.

3. Object edges are not detected in gray level images if the contrast between adjacent object surfaces is
too small. By gathering images from different viewpoints, we expect that at least in one of these
images the contrast is sufficient to recognize the object.

In order to overcome most of the problems described here, the VSS was designed to use multiple images
from different points of view.
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3.2. Characteristic OPC situations

Essentially OPC must handle three different situations. These situations are explained on the basis of
the cube model, but can be generalized to other object types.

Situation 1
If two object parts fit into the same model and if they are in contact, then we can be sure that these
object parts belong to the same object (fig. 33) . On the other hand the contact between two object parts
is not sufficient to guarantee that two object parts belong to the same object (fig. 24). The geometrical
data that are gathered in practical situations contain errors, therefore denote objects in contact if they
are close enough.

Fig. 23 Two parts ofone object Fig. 24 Two object parts in
contact

Situation 2
The object parts fit into the same object model and have at least one model edge in common but do not
contact (fig. 25). This is a situation the VSS will often be confronted with. If the dimensions of the
object are known in advance one can verify without ambiguity if these objects parts belong to the same
object. Unfortunately the VSS has to handle objects with dimensions that are variable in a wide range. If
this situation occurs we will assume that the object parts belong to the same object.

Fig. 25 Object parts
that are not in contact

Fig. 26 Object parts with no
edge or vertex in common

L
·~~~ -_ -; _J

Fig. 27 Surfaces in contact.

Situation 3
The object parts fit into the same object model but they have no line or vertex in common. This is
illustrated in figure 26. Without dimensions known in advance we can in general not prove that these
object parts belong to the same object. In case of a cube one can however sometimes deduce that two
object parts belong to the same object, because the surfaces of the these object parts must be in contact.
This idea is illustrated in figure 27.

From these examples we learn it is not possible to prove that object parts belong to the same object if
these parts do not touch and the dimensions are not known. Therefore the main principle of OPC will
be: two object parts belong to the same object, unless we can prove the contrary.
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3.3. A survey of some ope methods

OPC methods can be classified on the basis of information that is used to cluster object parts. In this
section some essential OPC methods are introduced. The first method to be described uses little
information whereas the last method relies on many kinds of data.

Reconstructing the structure of a single object from multiple views
Underwood [13] uses a series of views of a single polyhedral convex object to reconstruct a structural
model of this object. The basic principle of his approach is to find in the series of views, surfaces with
similar shape. The shape of a surface is represented by the number of edges and a second number that is
related to the angles between edges in the image. This second number is approximately invariant for
small changes in the 3D orientation of the surface. The only a priori information about the object is its
polyhedral convex shape. The position and orientation of the object relative to the camera is not known.

Clustering object parts in different coordinate systems
Herman [10] describes an algorithm for matching polyhedral object parts represented by symbolic 3D
descriptions in different coordinate systems. The 3D descriptions are assumed to be partial because of
occlusions. Furthermore the relative position and orientation of the different coordinate systems is not
required, but can be useful to restrict the complexity of the matching process. The algorithm is based on
finding object parts with at least partially the same structure and dimensions and uses no a priori model
information. The method can only be applied successfully if the object parts of a single object are in
direct physical contact and have sufficient distinctive features in common. This method might be
interesting in situations where multiple image sensors are used with unknown relative position.

Matching 3D surface elements in a single coordinate system
Potmesil [15] describes a method to match 3D surface elements by utilizing coincidence of position and
shape of these elements. This method only works with object parts in direct physical contact. Position
and shape of the object parts have to be known in a single coordinate system. There is no a priori object
model used.

Reconstructing urban scenes from multiple 3D views
Herman [12, 11] describes a method to match object parts that are visible in multiple stereo images. The
procedure uses structural and geometrical information about object parts and very limited a priori object
model information. This object model contains for instance the rule that edges of objects are straight
lines. If a single line is missing in a polygon than under certain circumstances this line is supplemented
by the matching algorithm. New information is inserted into the scenery model and propagated
throughout the model. If this results in no contradiction then this new information is accepted, otherwise
it is deleted from the model.

None of the methods in this survey is intended to collect object parts that do not contact. Nevertheless
the last method has some features that match our problem: an a priori object model is used and all
object parts are described in a single world coordinate system. Most useful however is the idea to detect
contradictions among the object part data, this might be a good strategy to handle object parts that do
not contact.

Some suggestions regarding OPC were done by Kaptein [13] who developed the Structural Matching
module of the VSS. He points out the need for re labeling the line structures that are recognized by
Structural Matching. The re labeling will explained in the chapter "Object part compatibility".
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4. OBmCTPARTCOMPATIB~ITY

In this chapter a procedure to decide whether two object parts are compatible will be described. This is
the first step in the clustering process. In a second step clusters of more than two object parts are
created.

4.1. Introduction
An object part consists of a collection of edges and vertices described in world coordinates. Furthermore
we assume that the object type of the object part is known and all elementary object parts are labeled
with numbers that correspond to numbers of the elementary model parts in the object model. This
labeling describes how the object part can fit with the object model. In case of symmetrical object
model, the object part can fit in several ways with the model. Only one of these alternatives is indicated
in the object part description produced by the SM module. Alternative ways to match the object part
with the object model can be derived from a look-up table. This idea is illustrated by figure 28. Table 8
shows that a part of a rectangle can be associated in four different ways with the structural model of a
rectangle. In the example the object parts OPI and OP2 can be associated with the structural model by
using respectively row 1 and 3 in the look-up table.

, el

'CI, OPI
, e2,

: v2
e3

:J
--e3 v2 ,,'

2 '
on e ,:

vi ,

e1

::0::
V2 E3 V3

structural model with
variable dimensions

Fig. 28. Two parts ofa single object, detected from different view points

Table 8 Four different associations between an obiect vart and a model

ed es vertices
obiect el e2 e3 e4 vI v2 v3 v4

I EI E2 E3 E4 VI V2 V3 V4
model 2 E4 EI E2 E3 V4 VI V2 V3

3 E3 E4 EI E2 V3 V4 VI V2
4 E2 E3 E4 EI V2 V3 V4 VI

From this example we developed a decision procedure to check the compatibility of two object parts A
andB:

1) Insert the geometrical data of object part A into the object model.
2) Insert the geometrical data of object part B into the model, using the look-up table. Check the

compatibility between new and existing data.
3) Apply some geometrical relations and rules to the elementary object parts to find possible contradictions

and to make the model as complete as possible.

This procedure is explained by an example in § 4.5.
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4.2. Comparing geometrical data

During the decision procedure new data are inserted in the object model, these data are directly
compared with existing data.

Comparing edges
An edge ei is described by two points Pi,l and Pi.2 that determine the minimal extend of the edge. The
real extend of an edge is only known if the coordinates of its two adjacent vertices are known. Two
edges are denoted compatible if the lateral distance (fig. 29) between the edges is sufficient small. This
definition is chosen since we have to handle geometrical data that contain errors.

~i.l ei Pi,2

- :' Dial

-~.
Pj.! ej Pj,2

Fig. 29, Lateral edge distance

The lateral distance Dial between two edges e i and ej is defined as

l [(I(p I - P 2 ) T • (p - P. )1 ]J
D 1 I

. -I, -I, -I.m -J.n
lat = max P. - P. 'sm arccos ,

_I,m -J.n Ip. _ P \·Ip _ P 1
_1.1 _1.2 _I.m -J.n

[ (I T I]J](p - p ) .(p - p . )
1 I

• -j.1 _j.2 _I,m _j,n
p. -po ·smarccos
_I,m _j,n Ip -p Hp. _ p I

_j.l _j,2 _I,m _j,n

The indices m and n in this formula are chosen so that

m, n E {I,2} 1\ Ip. -p 1= max (Ip -Po I).
_I.m _j.n a,be11.21 _I,a -J.b

If two compatible edges are inserted in the same model part, then the resultant edge is described by the

points Pi,m and Pj,n .

Vertex compatibility
Two vertices vI and v2 are denoted compatible if their distance is smaller than a certain threshold. This
situation is visualized in figure 30.

vI-------..

Fig. 30. Distance between two vertices
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4.3. Geometrical relations

We use the following relations to describe the geometrical properties of an object model:
- Parallel(edgel,edge2)
- Perpendicular(edge2,edge3)
- Distance(vertex1,vertex2,min_dist,max_dist)
- Collinear(edge2,edge3)

These relations are both used to complete the geometrical data of an object part and to check for
contradictions in the geometrical data of an object part.

4.4. Geometrical rules

In addition to the rules that were defmed in the section about Geometrical Reconstruction we introduce
the next rule:

A vertex should lie at the end of an edge or, in other words, a vertex can not lie within an edge.

Notice this rule is not intended to derive new information, but only to verify existing information. The
meaning of this rule shall be explained here in detaiL Consider the situation in figure 31. The minimal
extend of an edge is marked by two points, pI and p2. If these points coincident with object vertices,
then they mark the exact extend of an edge.

pI vI edge p2
0---••------''''---....0

~

Dmargin

Fig. 31 Vertex on an edge.

Taking into account the fact that the geometrical data are disturbed by errors, we say a vertex lies
within an edge if the two equations

!.Y-£II ~ 1£1 - £21+ d
margin /\ 1.Y-£21 ~ 1£1 - £21 +dmargin

are both satisfied. Since all object models are designed such that vertices lie at the end of edges, we
know that a contradiction exists between the geometrical data of an object if it contains a vertex that lies
within an edge. An example of this type of contradiction is shown in figure 32.

e4 e4
.--.... - - - - ---~

OPI e3 el OP2

.-.-- - - - - ------
e2 e2

Fig. 32 Two different object parts

The use of relations will be explained by an example in the next chapter.
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4.5. The decision procedure explained by an example

We try to fit the object parts that are visualized in figure 33 a with the model of a rectangle that is
defined in fIgure 33 b. This model contains at the initial stage no geometrical information.

Object parts
Model

op4

,,:r-l:" ·:'0:
a5L /7 V1 E1 V2

op2
opl

115 a6

1) parallel(E1,E3)

2) parallel(E2,E4)

3) perpendicular(E1,E4)

default line type: straight

default surface type: planar

Fig. 33 a, b. The decision procedure explained by an example

We select an object part, let's say OPl, and insert it into the model (. Notice the object can be inserted
several different way's. However, since the object model is symmetric it doesn't matter how OPI is
inserted.

(1,0,0)
(0,0,0)

strai
(0,1,0)
(0,0,0)

Now we apply the model predicates and we find the direction of the edges E2 and E3. This result is
important when we try to insert OP2 and OP3 into the model.

(1,0,0)

(0,0,0)
(0,1,0)
(0,0,0)

Next we try to insert OP4 into the model. This can be done in 8 different way's, none of which will lead
to success, for the following reason: Suppose we associate elO with E3 and ell with E2. This seams to
produce at first sight no contradiction, but if the geometrical rules and relations are applied one will find
that
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VI lies in the middle of edge El and this is in contradiction with the general rules. This situation is
illustrated in fig. 34.

In the scenes that the VSS typically deals with, only a few kinds of
object parts occur. These object parts can only fit in a limited number
of ways with an object model. Therefore one can tabulate these
options in advance and save processing time. In the example we are
studying here the object model can only be translated and rotated in
steps of 90°, but not mirrored. In this case we only have to investigate
four different associations between OP4 and the model

We try to insert OP2 into the model. Four different associatIOns
between object and model have to be investigated, each of them
results in a contradiction. For example, we can't associate e7 with E2
because they have a different direction.

OP4.er

ell I :

, ls
OPl

e6•

Fig. 34. A vertex in the
middle ofan edge causes
a contradiction

Finally we try to insert OP3 into the model. If object parts and model can only be translated and rotated,
then there are four different associations between object and model that have to be investigated. If e9 is
associated with E3, e8 with E2 and v7 with v3, then no contradiction occurs. The geometrical data of
the object model are presented in table 11.

Table 11. Elementary object part data in model

e6
strai ht
0,0,0)
(0,0,0)

By using the geometrical rules, information can be deduced about the vertices V2 and V4. This new
information can be useful if new object parts have to be fitted with model. The new information about
V2 and V4 is presented in table 12.

Table 12. Elementary object part data in model

(0,4,0)
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5. OBJECT PART CLUSTERING

In the previous chapter it was explained how to decide whether two object parts might belong to the
same object. The next step is to fmd clusters of object parts that might belong to the same object. The
infonnation about object part relations derived by the decision procedure is in general not sufficient to
arrive at unique interpretation ofthe scenery. Therefore additional constraints will be introduced.

5.1. Introduction to the clustering problem
Consider the scenery envisioned in picture 35. For reasons of simplicity it shows 2D objects, yet the
problems that are encountered are representative for 3D objects.

1 3 4 5

I J I l
L L ----3

72 6

8'1
9L ~1O

Fig. 35. Object parts in a scenery.

Applying the decision procedure to all objects in the scenery results in table 13. In this table crosses
denote object part pairs that are compatible according to the decision procedure.

The example shows that one can not simply put all the objects in the first row of table 13 into a single
cluster. A cluster can only represents an object if all object part pairs in the cluster are compatible. This
is because object compatibility is not an equivalence relation, as is explained later on. A cluster is
denoted compatible if all object part pairs in the cluster are compatible. In the example there are exactly
three large and proper clusters with object one as a member:

{l,2,3} {I,5,lO} {I,2,5,7}
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There are some criteria that are helpful to decide among these options
1) No intersection between objects (and no inclusion)
2) Completeness of the resulting object
3) The mean distance between objects parts

The first criterion discriminates well but is not attractive because of the complex computations that are
involved. The complexity grows exponentially with the number of object parts in the scenery. We have
to verify for every edge if it intersects with the surface of any other object. Furthermore in the scenery's
that the VSS typically has to deal with, wrong detection of intersections between t-stiffeners and webs
are likely to occur due to the limited geometrical accuracy. Therefore only the criteria two and three will
be used in the clustering algorithm.

5.2. A formal definition of the clustering problem

As stated in the previous paragraph we can use the distance between object parts in a cluster and the
completeness of the object defmed by a cluster to evaluate the quality of a scenery interpretation. These
criteria are used to define an optimal scene interpretation.

We introduce the following defmitions. Let S={ 0i } be the set of all object parts in the scenery. The set
P of all proper partitions of S is defined as

u c. =SAn c. =0}.
je(Ln) J je(Ln} J

An element cj of a partition is called a cluster. A partition is proper if every pair of object parts 0m'0le in
a cluster is compatible.

The incompleteness of a cluster is equal to the incompleteness of the object that can be created with the
object parts in the cluster. The incompleteness of an object is defmed as the ratio between the number
of incomplete elementary object parts and the total number of elementary object parts in this object.

The centre of an object part is defmed as the mean of the vertices in the object part. The distance
between two object parts is equal to the Euclidean distance between the centres of the object parts.

Now we define the best interpretation of the scenery Px as

p. =ar~in[L(w, incompleteness(c j) +(1- w)· L distance(om ,Ok )J].
cjep om .ok eCj

In this problem definition the parameter w is used to make a trade of between completeness and
distance. On the one hand a remote object part can make an object complete, on the other hand a large
distance between object parts makes the solution less likely.

Evaluation of all partitions is not feasible because the complexity increases exponentially with the
number of object parts. Therefore we have to use a heuristic approach to find a reasonable
interpretation of the scenery. In appendix C a formula is presented to calculate the number of partitions
that can be created from a set of object parts.
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5.3. An efficient clustering algorithm

Evaluation of all partitions is not feasible because the complexity of this process increases exponentially
with the number of object parts. Therefore we apply a heuristic algorithm to the clustering problem. The
main principle of this algorithm is greedy search for the nearest compatible object part.

Algorithm 2: Object part clustering based on sorting

L I = list of all object parts
L2 = temporary list of object parts
L3 = list of object part clusters
M = model in which object parts are inserted
C = cluster

while LI <> 0

pI = first element(Ll); Ll = L1 - pI; L2=pl;

for p2 =firscelement(Ll) to lascelement(Ll)

if ( compare(p I ,p2) = compatible) then {L2 = L2 + p2 }

next

L2 = sort (L2, pI ) /* sort elements of L2 according to decreasing distance to pI */

M=pl;

while (L2 <> 0)

p2 = firsCelement( L2); L2 = L2 - p2;

if ( compare(M,p2) = compatible) then

{ M = merge( M, p2); Ll = Ll - p2 ; C = C + p2 ; }

do

L3 = L3 + C ; / * add cluster to cluster list */
do

The clustering procedure that is presented here differs in some respects from the principles that were
used to define the best scenery interpretation:
1) The completeness of object part clusters is not evaluated.
2) Not all distances between object parts in a cluster are evaluated.
3) Not all partitions are evaluated

Because of these compromises the complexity of the algorithm is largely reduced, nevertheless the
quality of the results is good. Denote n the number of object parts in the input, then the worst case
complexity of the algorithm is of order n2. This is understandable since the complexity of the algorithm
largely depends on sorting a number of lists that contain altogether n object parts. The over all
complexity of these operations can't be larger than sorting n object parts. The complexity of sorting n
objects is of order n2, if a simple algorithm is used.
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5.4. A comprehensive clustering algorithm

The comprehensive clustering algorithm that is presented here, is largely based on the optimization
criterion that was used to define the optimal scene interpretation. Of course it is not possible to evaluate
all partitions. The main principle of the algorithm is to evaluate all object part combinations in row of
the clustering table and to merge the best combination into one object.

Algorithm 3: A complex clustering strategy

L I = list of all object parts
L2 = temporary list of object parts
L4 = list of object part clusters
M = model in which object parts are inserted
C = cluster
q = 'quality' of cluster

while Ll <> 0

pI = first element(Ll); Ll = L1 - pI ; L2 = pi ;

for p2 = firsCelement(LI) to last_element(LI)

if( compare(pl,p2) = compatible) 1hen {L2 = L2 + p2 }

next

L3 = all_subsets_off (L2 )

for c = firscelement(L3) to last_element(L3)

if ( proper(c) = true) 1hen

s = 00

{ q = w*incompleteness(c) + (l-w)*compactness(c)

ifq <= s 1hen { s=q ; d = c }

next

L1 = L1 - d /* delete objects in cluster from object list

L4 = L4 + d; / * add cluster to cluster list */

The complexity of this algorithm mainly depends on the number of object part combinations that can be
created from a row in the clustering table. If there are n object parts in row then there are 2n

combinations. This makes the algorithm only feasible if n is smaller then 10. In addition a straight
forward procedure to verify whether a cluster of object parts is proper and to compute the mean
distance between all object part pairs in the cluster has a complexity of order n2. If the object part
combinations are evaluated in a sensible order, that is successive clusters do only differ in one object
part, then the complexity of the evaluation can be largely reduced. Considering the situations the VSS
typically deals with, we expect that the 'greedy' algorithm and the 'comprehensive' algorithm will
produce the same results. Therefore only the 'greedy' algorithm was implemented. Nevertheless there are
situations - for example if the input data contain erroneous object parts - in which the 'comprehensive'
algorithm produces better results.
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5.5. Disadvantages of a simple clustering strategy

A simple clustering strategy could be that of replacing two matching object parts by a single one and
continuing the matching process with the reduced object part collection. A disadvantage of this method
is the fact that the end result can be influenced by the order in which object parts pairs are evaluated.
This is caused by the fact that compatibility is not an equivalence relation. An equivalence relation
would induce a unique partitioning of the object part collection.

Two object parts a and b are denoted compatible if they fit into the same object model without causing a
contradiction. The compatibility relation between two objects a and b is noted as a-b. This is not an
equivalence relation since the statement,

a - b /\ b - c ~ a - c,

is in general not true. This is illustrated by the example in figure 35 .

one abject model

With variable dimensions

opl

[
op2

I

Fig. 36. Interpretation ofobject parts can depend on evaluation order

The example also shows that the preference of complete results is not always sufficient to produce a
unique interpretation of the scenery.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

An algorithm to find clusters of object parts that belong to the same object was designed and
implemented in C. The algorithm consists of three main parts.
First there is a software module GR that reconstructs 3D object information from recognized 2D line
structures in gray scale images. This module consists of a forward chaining production rule system and
a knowledge base. The separation of knowledge and inference engine makes it easy for the user to add
new object models to the system without doing any programming. Furthermore the production rule
system gives GR the flexibility to reconstruct in some cases 3D object information even if a 2D line
structures is incomplete. Compared with the GM module, described by [ 19 ] that reconstructs 3D
object information based on iteratively deforming an object model, GR is at least 10 times faster but
produces less accurate results.
Second a decision procedure was implemented that determineswhether two objects parts are compatible.
In this module the production rule system is employed to detect contradictions between objects. Two
object parts are decided compatible if there is no contradiction between these object parts.
Finally an algorithm was implemented to find a complete interpretation of the scene, using the
completeness as compactness of the objects in scene interpretation as a guideline. Experiments show
that, in the intended field of application, the quality of OPC produced results is comparable with
scenery interpretation by human observers.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

The GR and OPC software might be improved and extended in some respects:
- At the present state GR and OPC can't handle curved lines. It should be possible to add the

capability to handle curved lines by making the result of the geometrical rules dependent on the line
type. This can be easily done within the framework of the present software.
Knowledge about the error probability density distribution in the geometrical input data of OPC
might be used to calculate the probability that certain object parts belong to the same object.
The results of GR can be used to create an initial parameter estimate for GM. Notice the position
and orientation of incomplete object parts can be described by several parameter combinations.
One should investigate why the iteration process in the GM module sometimes does not converge
even if the initial estimate of a strut is fairly accurate.
The reconstruction of 3D strut data from a single image is rather sensitive to errors in the 2D line
data, especially if the strut is viewed from an unfavorable viewpoint.
It might be interesting to find an algorithm that automatically creates object permutations. This can
be done either on-line to handle unexpected object parts or off-line to create permutation tables
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APPENDIX A: OBJECT MODELS

T-stiffener
Type or. =1

dof 1: vI - v2
dof2: vI - v4
dof3: v4 - v5
dof 4: v4 - v6

0

@ e4 @ Plate

L } Type or. =2

dof 1: vI - v4
Q)

e2 @ dof2: v1- v2

Web
Type or. =3

e7 @:l

Gij) dof 1: v5 - v6
e5

e9 e6 @ dof2: v7 - v6
@ dof3: v7 - v8

e8 @> e1 dof 4: v2 - v3
e4

dof5: v1- v2
@ dof6: v3 - v4

e3 @l

Strut
type or. =4

dof 1: v4 - vI
dof2: v4 - v3
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L-stiffener
Type nr. = 5

dof 1: vl- v2
dof2: v2 - v3
dof 3: v4 - v5

a5

W5J a6

a1

Cube
Type nr. =6

dof 1: v5 - v8
dof2: v7 - v8
dof3: v8 - vI
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APPENDIX B: INTERSECTION OF TWO PLANES

Consider two planes described by the equations,

a1 ·x+a2'y+a3·z=a"c1 +a2,c2+a3·c3,

b1 ·x+b2·y+b3·z=bj·d 1 +b2·d2+b3·d3"

Furthermore the scalars u and v are defined as u:=~ . ~ and v := Q . Q.

If the two planes are not parallel then there is a line L at the intersection with direction! = ~ x Q.

The following equations represent the projections of line L on the x- y- and z-plane:

From these equations we can calculate a point (xI,y I'z,) that lies on line L:

then

a3
2) if

I~ b:1 la: b:1
Yj = -ta3 b3[ and Zj = -+-------7

ta2
b2[

a 2 b2 a
3

b3
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APPENDIX C: ENUMERATING PARTITIONS

First we give the definition of the Sterling numbers of the second kind:

s(n,r)=~.i:(-l)i.[~).(r-i)n, n,rEN.
r. i=O 1

The number of alternative ways to divide a set of n distinct elements into internally unordered and
indistinguishable cells is, according to [5], given by the equation

n

P(n)= LS(n,r) , n,rEN.
r=1

This means pen) is the number of partitions that can be created from the set consisting of n elements.
The relation between nand pen) is visualized in the figure 37. The same figure also shows the relation
between n and fac(n).

10'"
18
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,.

10
14

12
10

10
10

10·

10•

10•

10'

10
0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Fig. 37: pen) andfac(n) as a function ofn
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APPENDIX D: EOPPARAMETERS

An EOP is described by a number of parameters. At the initial stage some parameters are available
from the model description file, additional parameters can be calculated from the image data. This
means that the number of known parameters grows during processing and therefore a flag is associated
with every parameter that indicates whether a parameter is valid. The flag definition is listed below:

Parameter status flag
o = invalid data
1 = valid data
2 = special status

In the program the numbering of the parameters starts at zero, in the model definition file it starts at
one.

Edge parameters
Three different types of information can be available about an edge: a point on the edge, the direction of
the edge and a plane through the edge. The edge parameters are listed in table 14. Point 1 and 2 mark
the minimum extend of the edge. Vector 1 and 2 are vectors in a plane in which the edge must lie. The
edge parameters can be set in the model file, in this way one can define for example that certain object
edges must lie in the ground plane of the world coordinate system.

T. hi 14 Eda e e parameters

par. or. definition

0 point 1 on edge x coordinate
1 " " y coordinate
2 " " z coordinate
3 edge direction x coordinate
4 " II Ycoordinate
5 " " z coordinate
6 end point 1 of 2D line segment x coordinate
7 " " y coordinate
8 end point 2 of 2D line segment x coordinate
9 " " y coordinate
10 point 2 on edge or plane, x coordinate
11 " ", y coordinate
12 II ", z coordinate
13 vector 1 in plane, x coordinate
14 " ", y coordinate
15 " ", z coordinate
16 vector 2 in plane x coordinate
17 " " y coordinate,
18 " ", z coordinate
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The plane and vertex parameters are listed in table 15 and 16.

T. hi 15 Pia e ane parameters

par. nc. defmition
0 point in plane, x coordinate
1 " ", y coordinate
2 " ", z coordinate
3 vector 1 in plane, x coordinate
4 " ", y coordinate
5 " ", z coordinate
6 vector 2 in plane x coordinate
7 ff " Y coordinate,
8 ff ", z coordinate

y, hi 16 V;a e ertex varameters

par. nc. definition
0 x coordinate
1 y coordinate
2 z coordinate

In the program the EOP type is marked according to the definition listed below.

EOP type
I = vertex
2 = line
3 = surface
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APPENDIX E: ope RELATED FILES

A list of OPC related files is shown in table 17. The contents of the files "model.opc" and
"msp-prot.opc" will be explained in detail.

Table 17

filename

msp_prot.opc
model.opc
opc.par
<name><nr>.gma

<name><nr>.sma

<name>.sma

message.opc

dir

c:\vss\dataexch
c:\vss\dataexch
c:\vss\opc
c:\vss\dataexch

c:\vss\dataexch

c:\vss\dataexch

c:\vss\opc

contents

model specific predicate prototypes
object models
OPC parameters
3D scenery data produced by
Geometrical Matching
recognized 2D line structures,
produced by Structural Matching
clustered object parts in the same
format as produced by Structural
Matching
information about the clustering
process

The model.ope tile
The model.opc file contains all object models. An example of a model definition can be found on page 9.
Some important parts of the model definition will be explained in this paragraph.

Setting parameters
In the model.opc file the set command is used to set parameters. For example:

BEGIN set-parameters
set 2 5 : 1 20,3 ; 4 30,5

END
2 22,3

set <eop_type> <eop_nr> : <parameter_number> <parametecdata> ;<parameter_number> <parametecdata>

At the end of the set command there should be no " ; "

Permutations
In the list of permutations a "-1" is used to indicate that a certain permutation doesn't exist.

Face-edge-relation and vertex-edge-relation
The "-1" character is used to mark the end of relation.
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The msp_prot.opc file

The msp_prot file is used to define the type and order of relation arguments. Several definition of the
same relation can be present, each with different argument order. This is related to the fact that every
relation is represented in the ope program by multiple rules of the same type but with interchanged
arguments. For example the relation parallel(Ll,L2) is represented by the rules

1) If the direction of Ll is known then insert this direction in L2
2) If the direction of L2 is known then insert this direction in L1

An example file is listed below.

BEGIN
parallel 1 1 0 3 2 0 2 0 0
parallel 1 3 0 1 2 0 2 0 0
perpendicular 2 1 2 3 2 2 2 0 0
perpendicular 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 0 0
perpendicular 2 1 3 2 2 2 2 0 0
perpendicular 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 0 0
perpendicular 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 0 0
perpendicular 2 3 2 1 2 2 2 0 0
distance 3 1 0 3 1 0 1 1 1
distance 3 3 0 1 1 0 1 1 1
perpen2 4 1 0 3 2 0 2 0 0
END

The lines between "BEGIN" and "END" have the following structure:

<relation_name> <pred_type_nr> <perm I> <perrn2> <perrn3> <eop_type_a> <eop_type_b> <eop_type_c> <argl> <arg2>
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APPENDIX F: DATA FLOW IN GR AND ope

object a object b

rules

object list

3D object data
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